
Product Description

Hair Material
Brazilian hair, Indian hair, Malaysian hair, Chinese hair, European hair, Peruvian hair, Mongolian hair, Egyptian hair,

Cambodian hair,Russian hair,etc.

Quality Grade Double Drawn, Single Drawn, Grade 5A/6A/7A/8A

Hair Grade Virgin Remy Human Hair, Virgin Non-Remy Human Hair

Style
Straight / Natural wave/curly / Deep Wave / Body Wave / Water Wave / Jerry Curl /Kinky Curly/Yaki/Loose Wave or as

your demand

Color

1) Dark color-- #1,#1B,#2,#3,#4,#6

2) Medium color--#8,#10,#12,#14,#16,#30,#33,#130,#350,#530,#99J,#144

3) Light color--#18,#20,#22,#24,#27,#27S,#60,613#,#120

4) Bright color--ORANGE,PINK,BURG,RED,YELLOW,PURPLE, Piano colors, ombre color, two tone colors, mix colors, Any

color is available

Length 8 inch to 28 inch in stock.

Weight 100g/piece or as your demand.

Payment T/T, Western Union, MoneyGram, Paypal, Bank Transfer

Main Products Hair Weaving, Hair Bulk, Tape Hair Extension, Pre-Bonded Hair Extensions, Clip in Hair Extensions, Wigs, Toupees

 
Packaging & Shipping
Packaging
1. Inner packaging: White card in PP/PVC bag.
2. Outer packaging: Standard export carton.
3. Use your own packaging. 

Shipping
1. By sea, air, or express. such as EMS, DHL, UPS, TNT, Fedex, etc.
2. Within 24 hours for items in stock, 2 weeks for items out of stock.(After recieve payment)
3. Deliver time: 3-7 days on the way.

 
Company Information
1. Establish in 1999, 14 years experience in produce human hair extension.
2. Comprehensive manufacturer, professional exporter.
3. Products are selling well in America, Europe, Mid East, Africa and more other places.
4. Due to the superior quality ,prompt delivery and advanced technology and manufacturing of our products,
our company has enjoyed a high prestige both at home and abroad.  

 
FAQ
Q1: How many pieces do I need?
A1: Usually, it takes 3-4pcs to fully install a head. And according to the length of the hair, normally we would
highly recommend you to purchase one more piece when the hair length is over 16 inches.
 
Q2. Quality?



A2. Completely 100% virgin hair without any mix. Some clients may talk about the dry ends when they receive
the hair, we would like to clearly state that it’s perfectly normal for human virgin hair to appear in this way, for it
just loses the nutrition and health care for some time. Here’s how you could do with this: nursing it with some
hair oil or other conditioners. There will be no negative effects on the quality of hair.
 
Q3.Tangle free?
A3. Commonly, hair extension may get tangled due to dryness, build-up of oil and dirt, using of salt water or
chlorine and not combing for some time. Make sure to wash and condition your hair at least once a week, and if
possible, twice a week would be better. You may use hydrating drops or consult your stylist for further
suggestions.
 
Q4. Shedding?
A4: dear friend, all hair gets shedding; it's just the difference of more or less, even our own hair sheds, right? All
of our hair weft is double layers and machine made, usually, its weft is neat enough, however, since you would
cut it into pieces before installation. But just seal the weft again it will be strong enough.
 
Q5. How long does it last?
A5 The hair can last for quite long time depending on how you maintain it. Treat it like your own hair and take
good care of it for longer life span.Many hair extensionist prefer Brazilian hair as it is beautiful and unprocessed
which makes it can last any longer than any kind of hair.
 
Q6.What kinds of hair health care products you should use?
A6. Use high quality shampoo and conditioners which will be able to make your hair soft and shiny. Try to use
some gel and spray styling products to keep your hair in its style. And olive oil would be a good choice to make
your hair healthy.
 
Q7.Why do the colors seem not to appear exactly in the way as the pictures and descriptions suggest?
A7. : Many clients may complain about the color differences when receiving the hair. However, dear, please take
this into consideration that all of our products are virgin human hair which means that they come in their very
natural state-beings without any processing, and the color of hair from a person’s to another’s may be different
in some slight way. And the pictures shown on the descriptions are just some samples of the products.
Therefore, we cannot guarantee that each piece of hair’s color will look exactly the same, but we’ll devote our
utmost to avoid this kind of issues. Thanks!


